Hello, I am Kris. Miller and I…
• am a cer.ﬁed registered nurse with over 10 years of experience in nursing, and
nearly 25 years of experience in educa.on.
• am the owner of Safety First Nursing, dedicated to suppor.ng the physical, mental
and emo.onal safety of nurses and pa.ents by providing innova.ve, cuHng edge
con.nuing educa.on experiences.
• have led mul.ple Root Cause Analysis sessions in my role as Pa.ent Safety Oﬃcer
• led cri.cal changes in the way medical error was handled, resul.ng in improved
outcomes for pa.ents and increased staﬀ sa.sfac.on.
• have taught nurses and nursing students in many seHngs, including community
colleges, universi.es and hospitals.
• am a published author on the topic of pa.ent safety
• am currently working on my doctorate in nursing.
• Am hoping the results of my research into the Eﬀect of Root Cause Analysis on
Safe Medica.on Administra.on Prac.ce will improve pa.ent safety and increase
nurse sa.sfac.on in the workplace.
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The Ins.tute of Medicine published a report in 2000 called “To Err is Human” (Kohn,
2000), based on thousands of chart reviews from various hospitals in the late 80”s
and 90’s. Americans were shocked to ﬁnd out that medical error kills the same
number of people as if a jumbo jet full of passengers crashed every week, with no
survivors. What is even more shocking is that these numbers are too low! Doctors
tend not to report errors, and errors from outpa.ent seHngs are not collected. Since
2000, eﬀorts to change these numbers have been ongoing, with mixed results. In
2004 the AHRQ (an excellent safety resource) study reported 195000 deaths per year
between 2000 and 2004. In 2008, the surgeon general reported 180,000 deaths from
Medicare pa.ents experiencing medical error. Some es.mates put the death rate
from error at 1.13%. If you applied that rate to all hospital admissions in 2013, then
the total is 400,000 deaths. This is just INPATIENT CARE. Recent research suggests
medical error is the third leading cause of death in the US. In a report from the Bri.sh
Journal of Medicine in 2016, the authors talk about how death from medical error is
not included on death cer.ﬁcates because it doesn’t have an ICD10 code. The
authors analyze how medical error ﬁts in with the leading causes of death (heart
disease and cancer are s.ll 1 & 2) with lower respiratory disease being 3rd and
accident 4th. The goal is for pa.ents to be free of harm – speciﬁcally preventable
accidental harm. We cannot eradicate human error, but we can build safeguards
where we know error is likely, thereby decreasing the impact of errors and poten.al
for harm. This presenta.on discusses how harm occurs and all of the tools at our
disposal to reduce harm, despite our human tendency to make mistakes.
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Let’s take a look at the nursing role in medica.on administra.on – it is to administer
medica.on as prescribed while preven.ng error and pa.ent harm. We are the last
line of defense – physicians and advanced care prac..oners prescribe medica.ons,
pharmacists ﬁll the prescrip.on, and ojen ﬁnd and prevent errors from reaching
pa.ents, and the nurse gives the medica.on (again, ﬁnding and preven.ng error
from reaching the pa.ent) – about 40% of our day is spent giving meds, and usually
with no “second check” – pa.ents and families are being trained to keep an eye all
phases of medica.on administra.on, but distrac.on, intellectual ability, presence or
lack thereof all create barriers’ as well as in.mida.on – being afraid to speak up
when it looks like something is wrong – deference to authority are all barriers. Here
are some sta.s.cs for you: Nurses prevent up to 70% of prescribing and dispensing
errors before they reach the pa.ent (Bates, 2007). However, nurses may commit
between 26% and 38% of medica.on errors (Bates, 2007). In a 2010 survey: 78%
nurses admimed to making a Medica.on Error (Jones, 2010). The main MEs are dose
omission and wrong .me (Kiekkas, 2011). ME resul.ng in death is due to wrong dose
(41%), drug (15%), route (9.5%) – (Hughes, 2008)
Nurse Role: Report near-misses as well as actual misses
• Pa.ent safety is priority
• File report within 24 hours
• Not part of pt. medical record, do not men.on in documenta.on
• Incident reports not used for disciplinary purposes-could reduce error repor.ng
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The story on this page is from the book Wall of Silence (2003), by author and pa.ent
safety advocate Rosemary Gibson. She describes the untold story of the medical
mistakes that kill and injure millions of Americans.
Marion’s daughter notes that she con.nued to ques.on the doses of morphine her
mother was receiving, saying “They just wouldn’t listen”. The night of her mother’s
death, her daughter considered calling 911 from the hospital to get her mother some
help.
Ajer hearing this story, what do you think the response of the hospital should be?
How should the nurses, physicians and administrators have responded?
How do you think the daughter of this pa.ent feels?
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In Marion’s case, there was no record of the incident in her medical records. This is
just one symptom of a lack of transparency with the medical community. This is also
exempliﬁed by the diﬃculty with ﬁnding published stories of actual pa.ent harm. In
the past, incidents of pa.ents harm have been well hidden due to fear of li.ga.on
and subsequent harm to the reputa.on of the healthcare ins.tu.on and physicians
involved. In 2011, at Seamle Children’s Hospital, RN Kimberly Hiam mistakenly gave
1.4 g of Calcium, instead of 140 mg to an 8 month old, cri.cally ill baby, who later
died. This was the only serious medical error the RN had made in 25 years of nursing.
Ajer the mistake, Hiam was escorted from the hospital, put on administra.ve leave
and then ﬁred within weeks. She was inves.gated by the state nursing commission
and subsequently commimed suicide on April 3rd at age 50. Since 2007, the hospital
has followed a “Just Culture” model. In a survey ajer the event, nurses in
Washington said they would hesitate to report an error due to fear of retalia.on or
harsh discipline. Puni.ve ac.ons can be counterproduc.ve (Aleccia, 2011). The
phrase “second vic.m” was coined over a decade ago. Those who commit errors are
ojen trauma.zed, causing symptoms ranging from anxiety, sleeping problems, PTSD
and thoughts of suicide, as well as increasing the likelihood a second error will be
commimed. There are other op.ons to puni.ve ac.ons, including educa.on,
supervision, repara.ons to the pa.ent or family and allowing the person who made
the mistake to be involved in crea.ng systems to ensure it doesn’t happen again.
Consider also that the nurse who gives an overdose of a medica.on may be the
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There are many examples of how RCA has been used successfully in high risk
industries. A chemical reﬁnery used RCA to address recent history of ﬁnancial loss,
dangerous incidents and repeated equipment failures, including charge heater ﬁre
that cost the company $16 million, but luckily hurt no one. Root cause analysis was
introduced to a chemical plant as a way of enhancing performance and safety,
exempliﬁed by the inves.ga.on of an explosion. The cultural legacy of the root cause
learning interven.on was embodied in managers’ increased openness to new ideas,
individuals’ ques.oning aHtude and disciplined thinking, and a root cause analysis
process that provided con.nual opportuni.es to learn and improve. Openness,
ques.oning, change culture, just culture, awareness of interdependence (Carroll,
2002). The Federal Avia.on Administra.on (FAA) reviewed general avia.on accidents
and recommended strategies to prevent their occurrence. Using RCA, they reviewed
195 accidents over a 2 year period between ‘93-’94 and developed 55 interven.ons.
They found viola.ons were associated with fatal accidents and determined that
decision-making aids and recurrent pilot training to be strong ac.on items (Shappell,
2001). Bagian (2002) analyzed RCA from 173 VA facili.es presen.ng 2 case studies,
one of MRI and another of pacemaker malfunc.on. The biggest ﬁnding was that
using RCA shijed analysis of adverse events toward human factors engineering
approach vs. human errors and other less ac.onable root causes. This study reports
that the eﬀec.veness of RCA ac.ons addressing causes s.ll needs inves.ga.on.
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In 2008, Wu describes an event in 1999 in which a pa.ent received pa.ent controlled
analgesia (PCA), a combina.on of local anesthe.c and narco.c. The medica.on was
intended to be infused into the epidural space. Instead, a nurse inadvertently
connected the tubing to an intravenous catheter, delivering poten.ally lethal
anesthe.c into the pa.ent’s bloodstream. The hospital conducted an RCA. They
discovered the epidural catheter was poorly designed, but since the poor design was
beyond their scope to “ﬁx”, they focused on educa.on of staﬀ, which did not remove
the underlying hazard. Since that event in 1999, Medmarx has received 1600 reports
of epidural to IV misconnec.on. RCA ojen asks what happened, why and what can
be done to prevent it from happening again, but what is ojen missing is the 4th
ques.on – has the risk of recurrence actually been reduced? Cri.cisms of RCA
include: PeroH reviewed 32 case reports of RCA from 2008-2013. Breaches of policy
were main root cause (delay of transfer, wrong site surgery) recommenda.ons
included educa.on for staﬀ and improvements in rostering and procedural
guidelines. The study reported that RCAs have improved pa.ent safety, but that RCA
commimees have no power to enforce any recommenda.on or ensure compliance.
Polancich (2014) cri.cised the lack of best prac.ce. Peerally (2016) discusses that
RCA has poten.al value but has been widely applied without suﬃcient amen.on to
what makes it work. 8 challenges: ques.onable quality of inves.ga.ons, poli.cal
hijack, poorly designed or implemented risk controls, poorly func.oning feedback
loops, disaggregated analysis focused on single organiza.ons and incidents,
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The biggest cri.cism of RCA is of the ﬁnal point – recommend ac.on to prevent it
from happening again. Very ojen ac.ons are adopted that are not “strong”. It is so
important at the end of an RCA to ask the team – “if these ac.ons were in place
before the error, do you think it would have been prevented?”
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Mul.ple agencies have RCA guidelines. Many have taken materials from the VA, one
of the ﬁrst healthcare ins.tu.ons to use RCA and develop guidelines. In response to
cri.cisms of RCA, the NPSF has developed RCA2 to focus on ac.ons. Recent educa.on
by NPSF on “RCA2 in the trenches” provides anecdotes from major health care
organiza.ons like Oschner, Cedars Sinai, Abington-Jeﬀerson Health suppor.ng the
use of RCA. There are videos about how to do RCA on the Minnesota Department of
Health Website. In addi.on, companies like Taproot and Outcome Engenuity
(developed by Just Culture author David Marx) have developed proprietary tools.
Given the recommenda.on that RCA results be aggregated and shared, I recommend
using the RCA method that works best for your ins.tu.on. I am a big fan of the NPSF
RCA2 methodology, with the excep.on that I have had really good experiences with
including staﬀ members in the RCA process. Staﬀ ojen would come into an RCA
extremely nervous, despite all the emails and phone calls reassuring them. I even had
one staﬀ member who asked us to reschedule because she was so nervous. In the
end, however – with every RCA I did, the staﬀ member became increasingly
comfortable, shared much needed perspec.ve and seemed to be sa.sﬁed and
empowered by the experience of designing tools with leadership to prevent the error
from happening again. I feel that inclusion of the staﬀ member, when appropriate, is
also part of the healing process. There was a lot of talk about this at the recent 2017
NPSF congress, and I think we will see modiﬁca.ons to RCA2 in the future. What is
most important is to decide on a method, obtain training, and then follow it.
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This is a summary of the basic elements of an RCA. What I have found in the
literature and from personal experience, is that the step most ojen lej out is
feedback – communica.ng the results of the RCA to all staﬀ. Other areas that need
addi.onal focus are using risk-based priori.za.on, and choosing ac.ons that have
the greatest impact.
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The single most important part of establishing a culture of safety is leadership
involvement. One of the most important things leaders can do is safety walk-arounds
in which they communicate directly with frontline staﬀ and pa.ents asking ques.ons
like “in your opinion, what is the greatest safety risk here?” Leadership should always
prefacing the conversa.ons with “this is informal – I am gathering informa.on, and
what you say won’t be held against you”. Leadership then needs to act on staﬀ
sugges.ons. Taking in informa.on and not ac.ng on it can breed disrespect and
cynicism. Leadership should also be present for RCA mee.ngs, providing crucial
insight into the big picture. Leadership also need to review RCA ac.ons, and the RCA
procedure on a regular basis.
Other components of a successful RCA include:
• Deﬁning blameworthy events that are not appropriate for RCA.
• Facili.es should use a transparent, formal, and explicit risk-based priori.za.on
system to iden.fy adverse events, close calls, and system vulnerabili.es that may
require RCA
• Careful considera.on of inclusion of staﬀ involved in the RCA. Interview the staﬀ
before the RCA and discuss with management and leadership to decide what is
best for the team and what will support strong outcomes, as well as a caring
environment.
• U.lize RCA tools (e.g., interviewing techniques, Flow Diagramming, Cause and
Eﬀect Diagramming, Five Rules of Causa.on, Ac.on Hierarchy, Process/Outcome
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Learning Boards are a great way for leadership to demonstrate involvement and
concern over unit safety issues. Learning boards are a strategy used to gather input
from frontline team members about safety or quality concerns. These boards
promote transparency by providing a space for frontline workers, staﬀ employees,
and physicians to share concerns or defects that aﬀect the frontline. As with all
repor.ng methods, learning boards require an environment of psychological safety
to allow individuals the courage to make their concerns about safety and quality
public and visible. A nice feature of these boards is that in addi.on to showcasing
transparency in sharing concerns, they also provide a visual display of resolved
concerns. This is another way to promote the value of repor.ng by acknowledging
those who take the .me to do it. With a learning board, when someone has a report
or concern, it’s put up in the red sec.on. Once the report has been received and is
ac.vely being worked on, it is moved to yellow. Each issue that is resolved is then
moved to the green part of the board. Some organiza.ons call these boards a form of
“Stoplight” repor.ng, aligned with the red, yellow, and green color coding. Learning
boards can become a source of data that helps us understand how we’re doing
culturally and with the holes in our Swiss cheese. These boards can also include
quan.ta.ve metrics. For example, how many issues or defects were resolved in 30
days, how many were resolved by frontline providers, and how many required the
input of leadership? Metrics help us describe ongoing daily work.
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The most important step according to Cedar’s Sinai Medical Center is choosing the
right event for RCA. Blameworthy events must be separated and the method for
separa.on must be transparent – available and understood by frontline staﬀ. A
thorough and appropriate evalua.on of adverse events is necessary to help prevent
future occurrences. Ac.ons taken in response to adverse events can be
administra.ve or disciplinary as well as safety-related. These ac.ons must not only
be fair, they must be perceived to be fair; otherwise, future repor.ng of events may
be discouraged. Such an approach is consistent with a culture of safety and is
symbolic of a “just” culture. A just culture is not wholly blame-free. It is one that has
a clear and transparent process for evalua.ng errors and separa.ng blameworthy
from blameless acts. Blameworthy acts are considered for disciplinary ac.on with a
set of guidelines that are applied equitably and consistently across all groups within
the organiza.on. There are tools and techniques that can help organiza.ons examine
an adverse event and determine if disciplinary ac.on is appropriate. Using RCA for
blameworthy events can lead to lack of trust and ojen results in weaker ac.ons like
educa.on and counseling. Blameless acts are par.cularly important sources of
informa.on about system vulnerabili.es.
“Understanding how blameless (as well as blameworthy) acts and weak defenses
interact to result in an adverse event is a vital part of the learning an organiza.on
should gain following an adverse event inves.ga.on.”
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I am sure by now you are asking yourself “so what about the bad nurses?” And I
agree – we have to take into account the few bad apples in the bunch – those folks
who make egregious errors. There are tools for telling the diﬀerence between simple
human error (called a slip or mistake) and “at risk” or reckless behavior. This is the
tool the North Carolina Board of Nursing uses to evaluate “complaints”. The tool was
developed from the wri.ngs of David Marx on Just Culture.
Let’s step outside of health care for a minute and think of it this way. The speed limit
on a road is 65. How fast do you go? Let’s say 70. Everybody is zooming past you.
You're in the slow lane, so most people are going 75 or 80. So now you're going 80,
and then some guy whips past you; he must be going 100. The law says to go 65; we
all know it. Many of us have gomen .ckets and s.ll choose not to obey the law, to
make that small devia.on of 5 or 7 or 8 miles above the speed limit. You might be
within that realm of normalized deviance, not quite following the law, but devia.ng
just a limle bit from it. But push that boundary enough and it becomes blatant
recklessness.
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Most of us have made errors that fall in the green; I certainly have. I have even made
errors falling in the yellow. I have used this tool repeatedly with nursing students to
show them the diﬀerence between human error, at risk behavior and reckless
behavior. I have even had a discussion with the Board of Nursing about a pa.ent
complaint concerning a nursing ac.on I performed. I was relieved when I found out I
wasn’t “in the red” but the impact of that experience on my prac.ce and my psyche
has been intense. It’s my origin story really – how I became obsessed with medica.on
safety
This is just one of many tools for iden.fying “blameworthy” behavior – for sor.ng out
who to discipline and who to coach. Other tools include a professionalism pyramid,
Hickson Prichert, Webb and Gabbe, 2007, Academic Medicine, and there is one in the
Wachter book as well; the Pa.ent Advocacy Repor.ng System: PARS® Process;
Monteﬁore’s Pa.ent Safety Program; Jason Adelman, MD, MS, Pa.ent Safety Oﬃcer,
2011.
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You must choose which events are appropriate for RCA, and you must priori.ze
which events to look at ﬁrst. Tradi.onally, priority was placed on pa.ent harm. The
problem with focusing on harm, is that this method leaves out the opportunity to
study near-misses or close-calls. A close-call can yield informa.on that prevents an
error from ever reaching the pa.ent. When staﬀ observe that close calls and near
misses are being studied, they are more likely to report them. In the hospital system
I worked in, there was an award given every quarter for the best “good catch” and
these types of rewards systems are highly recommended to encourage staﬀ to report
anything they might see as a safety hazard.
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The SAC is a useful tool for determining which RCA to do ﬁrst.
When you pair a severity category with a probability category for either an actual
event or close call, you will get a ranked matrix score: the highest risk = 3;
intermediate risk = 2 and lowest risk = 1
The severity categories include catastrophic, major, moderate, minor and require
analysis of extent of injury, length of stay and level of care required for remedy, as
well as actual or es.mated physical plant costs. These categories apply to actual
adverse events and poten.al events (close calls). For actual adverse events, you
would assign severity based on the pa.ent's actual condi.on. If the event is a close
call, you would assign severity based on the most likely "worst case", systems level
scenario.
For example: catastrophic major events are those with pa.ents with actual or
poten.al death or major permanent loss of func.on (sensory, motor, physiologic, or
intellectual) not related to the natural course of the pa.ent's illness or underlying
condi.on (i.e., acts of commission or omission). This includes outcomes that are a
direct result of injuries sustained in a fall; or associated with an unauthorized
departure from an around-the-clock treatment seHng; or the result of an assault or
other crime. Any of the adverse events deﬁned by the Joint Commission as
reviewable "Sen.nel Events" should also be considered in this category
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Like the severity categories, the probability categories apply to actual adverse events
and close calls. In order to assign a probability ra.ng for an adverse event or close
call, it is ideal to know how ojen it occurs at your facility. Some.mes the data will be
easily available because they are rou.nely tracked (e.g., falls with injury, Adverse
Drug Events (ADEs), etc.). Some.mes, geHng a feel for the probability of events that
are not rou.nely tracked will mean asking for a quick or informal opinion from staﬀ
most familiar with those events. Some.mes it will have to be your best educated
guess. Like the severity categories, the probability categories apply to actual adverse
events and close calls:
Frequent - Likely to occur immediately or within a short period of .me (may happen
several .mes in one year).
Occasional - Probably will occur in .me (may happen several .mes in 1 to 2 years).
Uncommon - Possible to occur in .me (may happen some.me in 2 to 5 years).
Remote - Unlikely to occur (may happen some.me in 5 to 30 years).
Sen.nel events speciﬁcally include loss of a limb or gross motor func.on, and any
event for which a recurrence would carry a risk of a serious adverse outcome.
Sen.nel events are iden.ﬁed under TJC accredita.on policies to help aid in root
cause analysis and to assist in development of preventa.ve measures. The Joint
Commission tracks events in a database to ensure events are adequately analyzed
and undesirable trends or decreases in performance are caught early and mi.gated.
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Severity Determina-on: The ﬁrst step in assigning the SAC score is determining the
severity of the event. We can see from the report that no injury was reported ajer
evalua.on by x-ray and clinical evalua.on on the ward. Therefore, the actual severity
would be rated as minor. However, when one considers the poten.al for injury, the
evaluator could reasonably assess it as poten.ally catastrophic. This is true because
their past experience with similar falls had demonstrated that the most likely worst
case scenario could have resulted in a lethal injury. Therefore, while the actual
severity would be rated as minor the poten>al severity would be considered to be
catastrophic. In general, the severity score assigned should be whichever one is the
most severe when comparing the actual versus the poten.al/risk thereof (close call)
assessment. In this way, the most conserva.ve course will be selected, which will
maximize the poten.al to prevent future events of this nature. Poten-al Severity
Score = CATASTROPHIC
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The probability determina-on should be made based on the situa.on that results in
the most severe severity assessment. The evaluator should base the probability
assessment on their own experience at their facility and locally generated data. This,
in most cases, will be the most subjec.ve por.on of the SAC score determina.on. It
should be noted that the SAC Matrix that is used has been constructed in such a way
that it minimizes the impact of this subjec.vity. The purpose of the SAC score process
is to provide a framework to priori.ze future ac.ons. If the facility feels that there
are circumstances that warrant a more in-depth follow-up than that which the SAC
score indicates, they are free to pursue it. Based on the experience of the evaluator,
the probability of a catastrophic (using the SAC deﬁni.on) outcome for a pa.ent of
this type whose head struck a hard object as the result of a fall would be occasional
to uncommon. Wan.ng to be conserva.ve, the occasional assessment would be
selected.
SAC Score = 3, therefore an RCA2 review would be conducted. All actual SAC 3 and
poten.al SAC 3 events require that a root cause analysis and ac.on review be
conducted.
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Severity Determina-on
The ﬁrst step in assigning the SAC score is determining the actual severity score for
the event. We can see from the report that the actual outcome of this event was an
injury that required .me away from work and a limited/light duty assignment when
the employee returned to work. The employee was not wearing safety shoes, which
are required for employees performing this task.
The severity score based on the actual severity for the employee is moderate.
Actual Severity Score = MODERATE
The severity score for most likely worst case scenario for this event is determined to
be major based on the possibility for permanent loss of func.on.
Poten-al Severity Score = MAJOR
Probability Determina-on
The probability determina.on should be based on the situa.on that results in the
most severe severity assessment. Based on past experience at the facility this was
assessed to be occasional (probably will occur, may happen several .mes in 1 to 2
years).
Probability Score = OCCASIONAL
SAC Score = 2, therefore an RCA2 review is not mandated.
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As previously stated, provide .me during normal work shij for staﬀ to serve on RCA
team. This includes amending mee.ngs, doing research and interviews. It helps if the
invita.on comes from both the RCA leader and management as well, and includes an
explana.on of the process, as well as reassurance that the employee will be paid for
his .me.
Within 72 hours the event should be scored using facility approved risk-based
priori.za.on system
Complete in 30-45 days (JC accredita.on requires all steps complete within 45 days
of iden.ﬁca.on of sen.nel event)
Experts es.mate each RCA requires 20-90 person hours to complete
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Include process experts as well as people from all levels of the organiza.on. It is
important to consider inclusion of a pa.ent representa.ve unrelated to the event. As
previously stated, there is controversy over whether or not to include the staﬀ
member. I recommend taking each RCA on a case by case basis and including staﬀ
members if it is appropriate, useful and supports a just culture.
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The sinking of the Titanic is a familiar event and makes a great case study due to the
global recogni.on of the this event. When the Titanic sank,1500 lives lost. What do
you think was the cause of the event? What factors contributed to sinking? What
factors contributed to lives lost? Whose fault was it? (it could be capt, watchman,
engineer, company, lifeboat amendants…). How was the crew’s reac.on to the
event?
Some possibili.es:
-HiHng iceberg
-Insuﬃcient life boats
-Life boats deployed less than full
-Bulkheads not sealed
-Watchman had no binoculars
-Insuﬃcient scenario tes.ng
-Only one radio on board
You can see RCAs for the sinking of the .tanic on the Safety First Nursing website
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Problem descrip.on:
On April 14, 1912, the R.M.S. Titanic collided with a massive iceberg and sank in less
than three hours. At the .me, more than 2200 passengers and crew were aboard the
Titanic for her ﬁrst trip to the United States. Only 705 survived. According to the
builders of the Titanic, even in the worst possible accident at sea, the ship should
have stayed aﬂoat for two to three days.
Problem statement examples:
The .tanic sank ajer hiHng an iceberg.
The .tanic hit an iceberg and ﬁlled with water.
Over 1500 people died when the .tanic sank ajer hiHng an iceberg.
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The .meline contains the sequence of events and should be put together before the
ﬁrst team mee.ng. It is highly detailed, ojen to the minute. You will need to examine
mul.ple sources of informa.on:
Electronic Health Record
Electronic medica.on cabinet
Other documenta.on
Interviews
I always send the preliminary .meline to the team by email and ask for feedback and
ques.ons.
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The causal tree will be what the team creates using the informa.on from the .me
line and through group discussion. Laying out the ground rules in advance is
important, as is puHng everything people say on a s.cky note. I always start by
saying “hard on problems, soj on people”
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This is an incomplete causal tree, however you can see where it can lead – you can
con.nue down the path of not enough life boats, as well as that the ship didn’t turn.
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Ojen when you begin an RCA, the team may have preconceived ideas for why the
error occurred. There is always someone who says, “I know exactly why this
happened”. Don’t be afraid to just write it down and put it on the board for later
discussion. It is important however, to encourage and guide the team into the
process of discovery. Brainstorming almost always yields surprising causa.on that
even you may not have thought of.
The Department of Veterans Aﬀairs Na.onal Center for Pa.ent Safety has great tools
for asking triggering ques.ons, as well as guidance on how to use the “5 Whys”,
some of which I will share with you on the next slide.
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Rule 1. Clearly show the “cause and eﬀect” rela.onship. INCORRECT: A resident was
fa.gued. CORRECT: Resident worked 84 hours that week, which led to increased
levels of fa.gue, increasing the likelihood that dosing instruc.ons would be misread.
Rule 2. Use speciﬁc and accurate descriptors for what occurred, rather than nega.ve
and vague words. Avoid nega.ve descriptors such as: Poor; Inadequate; Wrong; Bad;
Failed; Careless. INCORRECT: The manual is poorly wrimen. CORRECT: The user
manual for the pump had an 8 point font and no illustra.ons; as a result nursing staﬀ
rarely used it, increasing the likelihood that the pump would be programmed
incorrectly. Rule 3. Human errors must have a preceding cause. INCORRECT: The
resident selected the wrong dose, which led to the pa.ent being overdosed.
CORRECT: Drugs in the Computerized Physician Order Entry (CPOE) system are
presented to the user without suﬃcient space between the diﬀerent doses on the
screen, increasing the likelihood that the wrong dose could be selected, which led to
the pa.ent being overdosed. Rule 4. Viola.ons of procedure are not root causes, but
must have a preceding cause. INCORRECT: The techs did not follow the procedure for
CT scans, which led to the pa.ent receiving an air bolus from an empty syringe,
resul.ng in a fatal air embolism. CORRECT: Noise and confusion in the prep area,
coupled with produc.on pressures, increased the likelihood that steps in the CT scan
protocol would be missed, resul.ng in the injec.on of an air embolism from using an
empty syringe. Rule 5. Failure to act is only causal when there is a pre-exis.ng duty to
act. INCORRECT: The nurse did not check for STAT orders every half hour, which led
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Almost never just ONE root!
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More like this – a mesh of mul.ple causes and factors.
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The goal of the ac.on plan is to plug the holes in the swiss cheese
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The best way to prevent an error from happening again is to choose strong ac.ons.
Stronger ac.ons like are more eﬀec.ve, and once in place require limle eﬀort.
Weaker ac.ons, like educa.on require ongoing eﬀort. Set a goal to produce at least
one strong or intermediate ac.on for your RCA.
Can you think of any other examples for ac.on items for the Titanic?
Strong: Ensuring there are enough life boats for every passenger before the ship
leaves port
Intermediate: Have an unannounced emergency drill
Weak: Educate passengers on how to use life vests
Which of these might have prevented loss of life?
Ac.on Hierarchy levels and categories are based on Root Cause Analysis Tools, VA
Na.onal Center for Pa.ent Safety, hmp://www.pa.entsafety.va.gov/docs/joe/
rca_tools_2_15.pdf. Examples are provided here.
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It is important to weigh the Impact vs. the eﬀort for proposed ac.ons. You can use a
scale of 1-5 where 5 is least eﬀort with the greatest impact Let’s score the solu.ons for the Titanic:
Strong: Ensuring there are enough life boats for every passenger before the ship
leaves port: eﬀort = 4, impact = 5
Intermediate: Have an unannounced emergency drill: eﬀort = 4, impact = 4
Weak: Educate passengers on how to use life vests: eﬀort = 2, impact = 3
Your team can decide what total scores are ac.onable, for example, anything scoring
8 or above would be ac.onable.
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An ac.on plan needs to have several key components that .e it to the causal tree.
The root cause for the ac.on plan should be the ﬁrst item. You should also include
the recommended ac.on, the beneﬁt or intended outcome of the ac.on, and what
the next steps are. In addi.on, each item needs an owner, and that typically is not
the RCA team leader. Due dates are decided by the team – we usually set a 30 day
due date for most items depending on urgency. At the .me of follow up, the status
box would be ﬁlled with “complete” or “in process” or “not done” and a reason why.
Addi.onal boxes are added as follow up con.nues, with at least 3 check-ins with the
team. Those might be 30 days, 60 days and 6 months.
Iden.fy ac.ons for all of the lowest branches of the causal tree
Evaluate ac.ons for maximal eﬀec.veness
Ac.ons go on a spreadsheet
Each ac.on has a ra.onale, owner, due date and outcome
Always state ra.onale for NOT following an iden.ﬁed ac.on
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It is temp.ng as the team leader to take on some of the ac.on items, however the
team leader has enough responsibility with tracking RCA data. The focus of the team
leader is the RCA itself – the team members take on implementa.on, delega.ng as
needed. The team leader will need to keep a master spread sheet with RCA
informa.on and due dates to remember to circle back to the team to ﬁnd out how
the process is working. This is the part that ojen falls by the wayside. The team
leader needs to be highly organized and willing to approach team members to ask for
informa.on. In addi.on, the team leader will communicate with leadership to obtain
needed outcomes measures. How does the team know if the RCA has been eﬀec.ve?
It is important to report back to them that a similar error has NOT occurred since the
RCA ac.on items were put into place. If a similar error does occur, it’s .me to go back
to work and take another look at the RCA. Aggrega.ng data (this is where a
spreadsheet is very helpful) for similar RCA events can shed light on ineﬀec.ve RCA
ac.ons and support the plugging of the holes in the Swiss cheese. Sharing of results
with team members, with the pa.ents and family, with involved staﬀ and with
employees in general is part of crea.ng a safety culture in which we can learn from
each other’s mistakes in a suppor.ve, non-puni.ve environment
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. An example of this is an RCA I led when an adult day par.cipant was able to wander
out of the locked facility and was found, unharmed, in the parking lot. Ajer the RCA
was put into place, with ac.on items like changing the responsibili.es of the front
desk clerk, tes.ng the alarm system and trialing a tracking system for par.cipants, a
second event occurred. A month later there were two more “wandering” events in a
month. We might have been discouraged, but when we looked at the data, the ﬁrst
thing we no.ced was that three of the events were the same person! The team
con.nued to reﬁne and revise ac.on items and met over the course of a year to
formulate ac.on items that would prevent unsafe “wandering”
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The presence of any of the following factors is cause for returning to the RCA team
room:
• There are no contribu.ng factors iden.ﬁed, or the contribu.ng factors lack
suppor.ng data or informa.on.
• One or more individuals are iden.ﬁed as causing the event; causal factors point to
human error or blame.
• No stronger or intermediate strength ac.ons are iden.ﬁed.
• Causal statements do not comply with the Five Rules of Causa.on
• No correc.ve ac.ons are iden.ﬁed, or the correc.ve ac.ons do not appear to
address the system vulnerabili.es iden.ﬁed by the contribu.ng factors.
• Ac.on follow-up is assigned to a group or commimee and not to an individual.
• Ac.ons do not have comple.on dates or meaningful process and outcome
measures.
• The event review took longer than 45 days to complete.
• There is limle conﬁdence that implemen.ng and sustaining correc.ve ac.on will
signiﬁcantly reduce the risk of future occurrences of similar events.
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This is an error from an ar.cle by Bates, published in 2002. Sarah Grant was a 68year-old woman who had cardiac bypass. She was much improved ajer a diﬃcult
postopera.ve course. On the morning of her planned transfer out of the ICU, she
had a grand mal seizure. She had no history of seizure and was not on any an.seizure medica.ons. Blood was drawn and she was taken for a CT to rule out stroke
or cerebral hemorrhage. While in transit, the lab paged the physician to report her
serum glucose was undetectable. Despite mul.ple infusions of glucose, she never
awoke. In the inves.ga.on that followed, it was found her IV had been ﬂushed with a
vial of insulin, vs. the prescribed heparin. The vials were of similar size and shape. The
nurse had accidentally administered a fatal dose of insulin.
Again, on a scrap of paper or on the discussion board for this topic, write down a
good problem statement
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Which statement will lead to the best RCA?
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These are actual images from the publica.on about this medica.on error. On the lej
are the actual medica.on vials and on the right is the .me line. (3:15 on podcast –
6:20:17)
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Let’s con.nue to prac.ce. Come up with some causes for the error.
Problem statement: Pt. had unexplained seizure with change in LOC
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I put on my pa.ent safety oﬃcer hat and did an RCA using the ar.cle from which this
med error came. What weakens my abili.es is the absence of a well rounded,
interdisciplinary team. The ar.cle doesn’t provide the RCA ar.facts or tell who was
on the team. I wonder if a pa.ent representa.ve was on the team, and what fresh
insight that perspec.ve would provide?
It is so easy to use s.cky notes – I write on them with a sharpie while holding them in
my hand, then post.
Any idea is wrimen down – if you aren’t sure where it goes, put it up there any way.
People tend to go naturally towards solu.ons – don’t hesitate to write them down –
it can decrease anxiety for team members to see that their big idea is valued and will
be discussed at some point, and then it allows mental space to focus on root causes.
As I previously warned, be prepared to hear from team members “I know exactly why
this happened” and encourage use of the 5 whys and explore the problem thoroughly
with triggering ques.ons (these can be found on the SFN website).
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This is a typed version of the s.cky notes. Any .me I do an RCA, I take a few images
of the wall, and email them to myself so I am sure they don’t get lost. I then use a
program (I used word for this) that supports ﬂow diagramming. What do you think of
my RCA? Does this follow the 5 whys?
To ensure cause and eﬀect are linked, I added a comment about the labs taking 30
minutes is standard procedure. No.ce that the wrong medicine being given is linked
to systemic errors – though the nurse didn’t check the label, a systemic reason is
given.
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These are the ac.ons from the ar.cle about the “wrong medica.on”. Use the tools
from this presenta.on to evaluate these ac.ons. What ac.ons will give maximum
eﬀect for minimum eﬀort?
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No.ce the ac.ons proposed by the ins.tu.on only address part of the causal tree.
The goal is to have ac.ons at the lowest levels of the tree and for all branches of the
tree.
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Added ac.ons address all parts of the tree
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Here is a list of 12 ac.on items. I put #2 on the ac.on item chart ﬁrst to illustrate the
importance of sta.ng why an ac.on item might not have been followed.
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Recall from the impact/eﬀort scale that high scores mean big impact, small eﬀort. To
give a 5 in both categories, you would need an ac.on that you could implement
easily that would ﬁx the problem – ﬁnding that solu.on is the goal, but it may not
exist.
I have highlighted the ac.ons that would be undertaken based on the impact/eﬀort
score I awarded. The minimum score needed is an 8 to proceed.
Remember that eﬀec.ve RCA needs at least one strong or intermediate ac.on - this
column is evaluated based on the informa.on given in part I – there is a chart from
the VA that can be used to evaluate the strength of an ac.on item.
Though I came up with some ac.ons in addi.on to the ones adopted by the
ins.tu.on, in the end, when analyzing impact vs. eﬀort, it appears they did a really
good job. The ques.on is, did it work? Where is the follow up ar.cle telling us the
incidence of insulin/heparin errors post interven.ons?
You don’t have to use the scale or ra.ng system I provided. The most important
ques.ons to ask the team are: “Do you think that if these ac.ons were in place the
error would have been prevented?” and “Will these ac.ons prevent future error”? If
the answer to either is “no” head back to the mee.ng room.
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RCA pi€alls:
Focus on system issues instead of blame
Remember that there is usually not a single root cause
Keep digging – use the “5 whys” to get to the real roots
Ensure those closest to the event are represented
Don’t’ list “human error” as a root cause; if you use “policy not followed” .e it to
causa.on – what are the ﬂaws in the policy?
Get the facts – when in doubt, ask those who were there
Don’t be afraid to ask sensi.ve ques.ons – if you are worried about hur.ng someone
u.lize caring for the caregiver resources; if you are concerned about oﬀending
someone, u.lize team building tools to address hierarchy
I hope this session has given you some insight into RCA, including historical context,
how to use it and what successes you might expect if you follow my
recommenda.ons. Our goal is to keep pa.ents free from harm. U.lizing these
strategies will increase the likelihood that we will achieve that goal.
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Please consider contribu.ng to the discussion – visit the Safety First Nursing website
for a discussion board on this CE, as well as many others. The SFN site has gathered
all the latest pa.ent safety resources in one place for your convenience. Take a look
at the tools I have posted and consider sharing them with colleagues, family
members and pa.ents. I encourage and need feedback, so please contact me via
facebook, twimer, email or through the website to make sugges.ons, cri.cisms and
requests.
Email: safetyﬁrstnursing@gmail.com
Twimer: @safetyﬁrstnrs
Facebook: safetyﬁrstnursing
LinkedIn: safetyﬁrstnursing
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